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Portobello Road 171 (42%) £2.95 £4.45
Traditional old style London Dry, predominant juniper, big notes of pepper 
and hints of red berry.

Hendricks (41%) £3.45 £5.20
Delightfully infused Scottish gin made with 11 botanicals and infusions 
of cucumber and rose petal.

Tanqueray (40%) £2.95 £4.45
London Dry style, minimal botanicals, strong juniper flavours, crisp smooth 
gin with hint of spice.

Bombay Sapphire (40%) £2.95 £4.45
Lighter gentler London Dry, slightly sweet with light juniper, lemon zest 
and coriander flavours.

Plymouth Gin (41%) £3.35 £5.10
Distilled from a blend of 7 botanicals from the oldest working distillery 
in England, 1793.

Sipsmith (42%) £3.55 £5.55   
Classic London Dry, bold, complex and aromatic with a zesty, citrus finish.

Warner Edwards Gin Harrington Northants £3.55 £5.55   
Exceptionally smooth gin handcrafted by lifelong friends Tom Warner 
and Sion Edwards in a barn in Harrington, Northamptonshire.

Harrington Dry Gin (40%) / Elderflower Infused Gin (40%) / 
Victorian Rhubarb Gin (40%)

GIn & TonIc
It’s a Gin Thing!

ouR TonIc RnGE
With the highest quality sourced natural ingredients

We prefer to pair all our G&Ts with premium Fever Tree Tonic Waters and Mixers.  

Simply select a gin and then choose your tonic. 

For a classic, juniper forward gin, we recommend Plymouth, Portobello 
or Sipsmith Gin. For something with a little more citrus, Tanqueray or Bombay Sapphire 

is a good choice, and for a floral flavoured gin, Hendrick’s works wonderfully.

Since its launch, the Fever-Tree range has received widespred acclaim 
from drinks critics, bartenders and gastronomes worldwide. This year the company 

has been awarded #1 Best Selling and Top Trending tonic by the World’s 50 Best Bars 
(drinks international) for the second year running.

Our range of Fever Tree tonics are subtle and balanced with authentic 
flavours making them a perfect partner to pair with our premium gins.

Indian Tonic Water pairs wells with juniper driven gins, Elderflower Tonic 
floral botanicals and Mediterranean Tonic with more delicate citrus gins. 

As an alternative to your classic G&T, can we recommend 
Bombay Sapphire with Ginger Ale.

If 3/4 of your Gin & Tonic is the tonic, 
make sure you use the best.

Tim Warrillow - Co-Founder of Fever Tree

Indian Tonic Water 
naturally Light Tonic
Mediterranean Tonic

Elderflower Tonic
Ginger Ale

£2.25 each (200ml)
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